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FINAL EXAMINATION – JULY 2017 

MASTER OF ARTS (M.A.)  

First Year – First Semester 

(ENGLISH) 

Poetry I 
 

Time: 3 Hours                                                                    Max. Marks: 70 

                                  Min. Marks: 25 
 

 

Note : Attempt all questions.  

 

Q.1. Multiple choice question:- 

 (A) The Canterbury tales is a collection of ______ stories. 

  (i) 24 (ii) 22 

  (iii) 21 (iv)   None  

 (B) “Paradise Lost” is written by______ 

  (i) John Milton (ii) John Donne  

  (iii) Alexander pope (iv) John Dryden 

 (C) „Belinda is the character in _______ 

  (i) The Rape of the lock 

   (ii) Absalom and Achitophel 

  (iii) The Canonization  

  (iv) The Good Marrow 

 (D) Shakespeare has written ____ Sonnets. 

  (i) 126 (ii) 154 

  (iii) 206 (iv)    108 

 (E) The songs of Innocence and songs of experience is written by. 

  (i) William Blake (ii) Thomas gray 

  (iii) John Donne (iv) John Milton 
T 

Q.2. Annotate any four of the following passage: 

 (i) Let none admire, The riches grow in hell, that sail may best, deserve the  

  precious bane. 

 (ii) O sovereign of the willing soul, Parent of sweet and solemn breathing  

  airs, Enchanting shell ! the sullen cares, And frantic passions hear thy 

soft control. 
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 (iii) But thy eternal summer shall not fade, Nor lose possession of that 

 fair thou ow‟st, Nor shall death brag thou wanders in his shade, 

 When in eternal lines to time thou grow‟st: so long as men can 

 breath, or eyes can see, so long lives this, and this gives life to  

  thee”.  

 (iv) And we are put on earth a little space, That we may learn to bear 

 the beams of love; And these black bodies and this sunburnt face,  

  Is but a cloud and like a shady grove. 

 (v) He was the beste beggar in his hous. For though a wydne hadde

 noght a sho, so plesaunt was his In principo.  

 (vi) And thus invoke us; you whom reverend love made one anothers 

 hermitage; you to whom love was peace, that now is rage; who 

 did the whole worlds soul extraet and drove. 

 

Q.3. Write short answer type question: (any five) 

 (i) What is sonnet? 

 (ii) Write about fancy and imagination? 

 (iii) Difference between ode and Elegy. 

 (iv) What is Metaphysical poetry? 

 (v) Explain satire. 

 (vi) Explain Epic poetry with two examples. 

 

Q.4. Long answer type question (any three) 

 (i) It has been said for Chaucer‟s “Prologue” that “here is God‟s  Plenty”  

  Discuss it. 

 (ii) Write the critical appreciation of Shakespeare‟s sonnet No.18? 

 (iii) Discuss the major themes of “The canonization”. 

 (iv) Who is the hero of “Paradise Lost” by John Milton? Discuss it. 

 (v) Discuss William Blake as a visionary poet? 

 (vi) Write a note on “the Rape of the lock‟ a mock heroic poem? 

 (vii) Discuss John Dryden as a poet? 

 (viii)Critically analyse “The Progress of Poessy” by Thomas Gray? 
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